
Following the recent meltdown, several global markets look oversold. Many long-term 
valuations are at reasonable levels suggesting sufficient reason to buy, although near-term 
cyclical risks will likely weigh heavily.  Profits forecasts are under renewed scrutiny as the 
financial crisis moves to the real economy, and the fear of recession looms.  While many 
markets have discounted more profits cuts, and the risk/reward ratio has swung in investors’
favour, selling pressures will unlikely abate until a clearer economic picture emerges.

United States
• There has been no shortage of government plans aimed at containing the financial 

crisis and to get credit flowing again. Yet the impact of the financial and household 
sector de-leveraging on US growth, and consumption amidst growing evidence of retail 
sales slump, is keeping market sentiment fragile.

• Renewed doubts as to whether the recent profit forecast reductions are sufficient, are 
keeping confidence at bay. Non-financial profits forecasts are only beginning to be 
downgraded, although our rough calculations suggest that US equities have already 
discounted a 12-15% decline in 2009 profits.

• On today’s profit forecasts, US valuations are back at 1990/91 levels. Many US sectors 
are in oversold territory – the first time this has occurred in the past year.  A final round 
of profits downgrades could signal a bottom to the fall.  Watch this space closely!

Europe
• Drying  credit, rather than fundamental problems, poses the greater immediate risk for 

Eurozone economies, we suspect. That some economies do not suffer from the same 
housing bubble and debt overhang, as others, seems lost on jittery investors.

• This fundamental differentiation will likely affect the rate and nature of recovery of 
Europe’s respective economies, (as and when it  eventually happens).

• The ECB seems to be switching its focus from stemming inflation to stimulating growth.  
Falling rates thus seem more likely, which would help support equity prices.

• While we are skeptical of the economists’ and analysts’ forecasts, we also believe that 
the equity markets are well ahead in their discounting.  We see good value in both the 
UK and Germany, Russia and Turkey (not strictly Europe). 

Japan
• Japan’s economy has eliminated much of the its past excesses but this fact was  

ignored in the latest selling frenzy. External factors, namely the slowing US economy, 
the imminent collapse of many US and European financial institutions and credit 
contagion fears have battered Japanese stocks in recent weeks.

• As 50% of listed companies are trading below book, valuation signals are strong. We 
are accumulating positions in companies valued at a significant discount to their long-
term trends, focusing on selected technology stocks and domestically focused banks.

Bonds
• A scramble for low risk investments coupled with markets discounting  aggressive rate 

cuts saw the shorter-end of the yield curve rallying. The short-term interest rate outlook 
for an easing in monetary policy globally bodes well for government bonds per se. 

• Investment grade credit spreads remain extremely wide, exacerbated by money market  
outflows into short-term US Treasuries, We see value in high investment grade bonds.

• The bearish global economic outlook has thrown up attractive opportunities in many 
investment grade corporate bonds, where implied default rates are far higher than 
seems likely.  This includes Asian local bonds.

Currency
• The shortage of USD funding within Asia was particularly evident in Korea; the won 

depreciated significantly against the dollar. The gloomy outlook saw an outflow of funds 
from Asian markets in general.  A similar dollar shortage has impacted Europe.. 

• Until markets stabilise, risk-averse investors will likely shun carry-trades and seek low-
yielding safe-havens (e.g. the yen and US dollar). Emerging market currencies will 
likely resume their rising against the dollar once the US economic picture clears.

• Will today’s dollar strength be sustained? As the US funds its $700bn plus rescue 
package, a flood of paper will hit the market, which could undermine the currency.  
Another case of “Watch this space!”
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The article made reference to standard sources i.e. Bloomberg, Reuters’s website , Financial Times 
and our in-house country report as of Sep/Oct 08.



Australia
• The Australian equity market finished lower, down by 9.8% for the month and -10.4% for the quarter.  Telecom, 

Financials and Consumer Staple sectors outperformed while Materials, Utility and Energy detracted. 

• The Reserve Bank of Australia cut interest rates by 25bp in early September. Rate expectations continued to 
move lower through the month reflecting the deteriorating offshore outlook, falling oil and slowing domestic 
economy. The Aussie dollar suffered a major correction as rate expectations reduced. 

• The trade-off between risks to corporate earnings versus increasingly reasonable valuation remains the key issue 
for this year.  Given that domestic recession risk seems high, the portfolio is positioned fairly defensively.

China / Hong Kong
• MSCI China shed 21.0% in September, underperforming the Asia ex-Japan. Telecoms and Utilities picked up 

while Materials and Consumer Staples (triggered by domestic dairy product’s scandal) lost ground.  We view it as 
a buying opportunity for the next wave of growth given that market has cut earnings aggressively.

• Inflation unexpectedly eased to 4.9% in August.  Accordingly, the Chinese government cut lending rate and 
lowered the reserve requirement ratio to boost the economy.

• The Hong Kong market slumped by 16.0% with consumer and property stocks outshining.  Valuations are still not 
cheap versus the region, but we think overall market is looking more attractive than before following the recent 
correction. Therefore, we are looking for chance to turn less cautious on the market.

India
• Stock market in India underperformed, down by 12.8% during the month. India’s current account deficit widened to 

a record in the quarter ended June as a surge in crude oil prices increased the nation’s import bill. 

• India cut bank cash ratio for the first time in 5 years to boost cash in the financial system and calm markets after 
an unprecedented number of U.S. financial institutions collapsed.  

• MSCI India is now trading at 14.2X Dec 08 and 11.8X Dec 09. Earnings are expected to grow by 13.9% for 
December 2008 and 23.2% for December 2009. India market’s ROE continues to be strong with projected ROE of 
MSCI India to be 18.0% for December 2008. An early resolution of the U.S. and Euro region problems would help 
to regain confidence in investing in emerging market in general.

Korea
• Korea’s shares continued to trend downward, marking the fourth consecutive month of decline. Top performing 

sectors include brokerage, machinery, construction and transportation equipment while defensive sectors such as 
utilities, food and beverages and medicine underperformed.

• The Korean Won weakened 9.3% against the US Dollar during the month due to a significant rise in the current 
account deficit in recent months as well as the tighter US Dollar liquidity conditions amid the global credit crunch. 

• The IBES consensus forecast for 2008 EPS growth has fallen below 10% from mid-teen levels a couple of months 
ago. Valuation divergence still exists with large-cap blue chip names trading at a discount to some mid-cap 
companies, offering investment opportunities.

South East Asia
• Equity markets in South East Asia endured another setback in September as risk aversion intensified amid 

persistent concerns about the financial sector outlook in general. Indonesia led the South East Asian markets in a 
broad retreat while the Philippines underperformed the least.

• Asian central bankers are shifting their focus to boosting growth as the global financial crisis surged and inflation 
worries eased. Moreover, easing commodity prices also helped to contain the inflationary pressure, thus giving 
these central banks room to reduce borrowing costs or keep them on hold. 

• With regard to valuation, Thailand still remains by far the most attractive. We are more positive on Indonesia as 
valuation is more attractive relative to other South East Asian equity markets.

Taiwan
• The TWSE index dropped in tandem with the rest of the regions. We still maintain an overweight recommendation 

on Taiwan market as both absolute valuation and relative valuation are cheap compared to history and dividend 
yield is appealing as well.

• Taiwan’s central bank unexpectedly reduced interest rates for the first time since 2003, citing the global financial 
crisis as the key recession risk even as stronger economic growth and asset reflation are likely to occur as cross 
strait policies continue to open up. 
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